
Previous: 7,917.4 PSEi change: -0.04%

High: 7,959.3 Best: TEL +6.79%

Low: 7,910.5 2nd best: SECB +5.26%

Close: 7,914.2 2nd worst: BDO -2.54%

Val. traded (mn): 4,811.4 Worst: MEG -5.89%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0360 3.4030 5 years -0.0480 4.3010

6 months -0.0340 3.6150 7 years -0.0360 4.4510

1 year -0.0510 3.8130 10 years -0.0490 4.5070

2 years -0.0340 3.9240 20 years -0.0890 4.7920

3 years -0.0530 4.0590 30 years -0.0890 4.7860

4 years -0.0560 4.1870

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 52.320 52.040 EUR/USD 1.1184 1.1201

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0053 2.0072 5 years -0.0050 1.5453

6 months -0.0027 1.9503 10 years -0.0170 1.7172

2 years +0.0119 1.6188 30 years -0.0279 2.2243

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

Global equities saw a significant rally after the People's Bank of China helped to stabilize the yuan, giving investors confidence that the trade war will

not spin out of control. European equities also saw a boost from healthy corporate earnings. US yields continued to fall as central banks around the

world continue to cut policy rates, while the dollar remained steady.
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LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local fixed income yields further decliened following the central bank's reduction of the overnight reverse repurchase facility rate by 25 bps to 4.25%. Meanwhile,

local equities ended flat while the Peso depreciated despite the release of 2Q19 GDP which showed a slowdown in growth for the period.

 The Philippine Peso recovered versus the greenback despite the release of 
slower domestic growth at 5.5% followed by the interest rate cut by the BSP. The 
USD/PHP pair closed at 52.040 (-0.54% DoD). 

 Local fixed income yields further declined on average with demand shifting to 
the long-end of the curve. This followed the central bank reducing the overnight 
reverse repurchase facility rate by 25 bps to 4.25% yesterday.  On average yields 
fell 5.23 bps DoD, led by the long-end which fell 7.57 bps. 

 Local equities ended flat yesterday as the market stayed firm despite the 
release of the local second quarter GDP showing a continued slowdown in 
growth rate. The 5.5% 2Q19 GDP print eased from the 5.6% reported in 1Q19 
and the 6.2% in 2Q18. The PSEi closed at 7,914.16 (-0.04% DoD).  

 The Monetary Board (MB) of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) cut the key 
policy rates by 25 bps, bringing the overnight reserve repurchase to 4.25%, 
overnight deposit rate to 3.75% and  lending rate to 4.75%.  The cut was after the 
announcement of economy's growth at 5.5% for 2Q 2019,the weakest pace of 
GDP in four year and also after the report of inflation which was the slowest in 2 
and a half years. According to BSP Governor Diokno, the MB based its latest 
policy decision on its assessment that price pressures have continued to ease 
since the previous meeting in June. 

 China Banking Corporation (PSE Ticker: CHIB) reported its net income for the 
1H 2019 at Php4.2 billion, a 18% increase from that of the previous year. The 
jump in net income was driven by increase in net interest income for n1H 2019 at 
Php11.7 billion (+6% YoY), on the back of double-digit growth in loans and 
securities. 
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This material, which is strictly for information purposes only, is for your sole use, does not constitute a recommendation or an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any financial product. Any information is subject to change without notice and BPIAMTC is not under any obligation to 
update or keep current the information contained herein. You are advised to make your own independent judgment with respect to the matter contained in this document. No liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss that may arise (whether direct or consequential) from any use 
of the information contained herein. 
All funds managed by BPI Asset Management & Trust Corp. and affiliates are Trust and/or Investment Management Funds, which do not carry any guarantee of income or principal, and are NOT covered by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation.  Past performance is not a 
guarantee of future results. BPI AMTC Investment Funds are valued daily using the marked-to-market method. 

 US equities surged after the People's Bank of China fixed the yuan at a stronger 
than expected rate, allaying fears that China was escalating the trade war further. 
The DJIA closed at 26,378.19 (1.43% DoD) while the S&P 500 ended at 2,938.09 
(1.88% DoD). 

 Asian equities also rallied after the PBOC set the yuan reference rate stronger 
than expected on Thursday. While the rate was weaker than 7 (for the first time 
since 2008), it was nevertheless stronger than consensus estimates. China's move 
to stabilize the currency goes against fears of trade war spinning out of control. The 
MSCI APxJ closed at 491.48 (1.12% DoD). 

 European equities rose, especially sectors heavily exposed to trade, as the PBOC 
moved to stabilize the yuan. Corporate earnings continued to fall in-line with market 
expectations, helping to support the stock market. The MSCI Europe closed at 
126.17 (1.65% DoD). 

 US Treasury yields fell once again following unexpected interest rates cuts by 
several Central Banks on the back of global growth concerns. On average, yields 
fell by 0.77 bps, while the 10Y fell to 1.7172. 

 The US Dollar remained steady amidst global growth concerns. The DXY index 
closed at 97.6180 (0.08% DoD). 


